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Quasars are the most luminous stable sources in the Universe. Unfortunately
quasars also cover an impressive range of luminosities and therefore cannot be con-
sidered “standard candles” by any mean. Yet emission line properties can yield esti-
mates of each quasar’s central black hole mass and accretion rate. We discuss several
methods that can potentially exploit quasars’ physical properties to obtain useful con-
straints on the main cosmological parameters. We stress that a realistic application
of methods based on broad emission lines would benefit of a better understanding of
the line emitting region structure.
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Line profile analysis is frequently used as the tool to search for the ISM kinematics.
Emission line widths together with the luminosity are the parameters used in the scale
relations, which relate star forming regions, from Giant HII regions to HII galaxies,
in the local Universe. The scale relations are starting to be used also for the starburst
galaxies in the high-z Universe and, therefore, to be able to sample the line profiles is
more important now than ever. I will discuss some examples of the results that can
be achieved by means of resolved emission lines in starburst. I will show also that
the high-resolution spectroscopy of emission lines provides an extremely useful tool
not only to determine the star formation feedback but also to unveil structures not
resolved in the images.
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